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    2.      BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

 
    2.1 A review of Scunthorpe and Ashby markets was undertaken between 

November 2014 and February 2015. The review assessed the current 
market operations and created an action plan for their improvement. 

 
    2.2 Ashby Market currently trades one day per week, each Thursday. 

Vacancy rates are currently over 58% with a significant operating 
deficit. Costs for stalls, despite suggested by traders as prohibitive, are 
comparatively low, ranging from £9 - £22 per week.   

 
    2.3 Ashby market space is currently significantly under-utilised. It sits 

unused for six days a week, although many traders now use it as a free 
storage facility for the remaining six days per week, using it as a base 
to store goods they sell elsewhere. This does not represent value for 
money for the council taxpayers and restricts other uses for the site. 

 
    2.4 Following assessment of a number of potential sites in Ashby, officers 

are progressing with the development of plans for the relocation of the 
market to the Broadway area.  An initial scheme has been identified 
and designs are being designed. 

 
    2.5 Planning permission is required for change of use of the area for the 

purposes of holding a market. 
 
    2.6 If the Market was relocated an amendment to the existing legal 

framework under Part 3 of the Food Act (1984) would be required 
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1.     OBJECT AND KEY POINTS IN THIS REPORT 
 

1.1 To formally approve the relocation of Ashby Market from its current 
site to Ashby Broadway.   

 
1.2 To update on the progress of the scheme. 



 

3.        OPTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION 
 

   3.1  The proposal for consideration is to approve the location of Ashby 
Market from its current site to Broadway off Ashby High Street and to 
thereby change the character of the market to become a street market; 
demolish the current market and declare the site as surplus and make 
available the site for regeneration plans.  

 
4. ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS 

 
   4.1 Relocation of Ashby Market to the Broadway would change the nature 

of the market to a street market with stalls erected and dismantled 
once a week, similar to Brigg market.  A secure facility for the storage 
of the stalls and trailer for moving them will be required, which would 
be provided in the car park on Walnut Tree Way. 

 
   4.2 It is clear that the move to a street style market, with ‘pop-up’ stalls 

would not suit all current traders.  It is anticipated that the butchers 
from the market would be lost as there is no proposed fixed provision 
for them at the new site on Broadway.  However, if the relocation is 
accepted the new multi-use site would allow for the provision of 
specialist food markets in the future. 

 
   4.3 If the relocation is approved it is also expected that the Market service 

will transform to provide an enhanced customer service to traders.  
Operatives would put up all the stalls, they would then help traders to 
unload their stock and setup their stalls.  At the end of the trading day 
Operatives would then help traders to shut down their stalls. 

 
   4.4 The estimated costs will depend on the type of materials used and the 

final requirements for the overall scheme including the changes to the 
road layout (eg. Street furniture, traffic management equipment, stalls, 
stalls storage, trailer and provision of electricity for stalls).  The scheme 
design is currently being finalised and will be tendered through the 
council’s Construction Framework 

 
   4.5 The relocation of the market will require planning permission for 

change of use and it is advisable to include the engineering works as 
part of this application.  The anticipated timescale for the planning 
process is 8-12 weeks but with a view to achieving an eight week 
determination. 

 
   4.6 A further 21 day consultation period will be undertaken on the scheme 

as part of the planning process.  A communication strategy with local 
retailers and customers will ensure that potential issues are dealt with 
quickly by the appropriate individual within an agreed response time. 

 
   4.7 Officers suggest submitting a planning application in March 2017 with a 

view to consideration of the matter at the Planning Committee 
scheduled in May 2017.   

 



 

   4.8  The anticipated start date for the construction works to commence, 
subject to planning and budget approvals is late early June 2017. 

 
   4.9 Confirmation of the anticipated construction period is awaited.  This 

cannot be identified until site tests have been completed and the final 
specification for the engineering works is agreed.  This is expected to 
be no less than 3-4 months if the full closure during construction option 
is progressed.  Based on the current programme this would mean a 
new market opening in late September 2017. 

 
5.         RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (FINANCIAL, STAFFING, PROPERTY, IT) 
  

   5.1  Funds have been secured through the capital programme for the 
scheme. 

 
   5.2 The ongoing operational costs for the market will be met from within 

existing budget allocations. 
 
6.        OUTCOMES OF INTEGRATED IMPACT ASSESSMENT (IF APPLICABLE) 
 

   6.1  Not Applicable.  
 
7.   OUTCOMES OF CONSULTATION AND CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS 

DECLARED 
 

   7.1  A consultation event took place on Thursday 16 February on 
Broadway, where over 200 people including the public, nearby retailers 
and traders provided comments on the proposal.  The majority of 
comments received were positive about the potential to relocate the 
market to a busier area of Ashby High Street, with the public 
recognising that the move could rejuvenate the market and the 
Broadway area.  Retailers were largely supportive of the idea, but there 
was a divide opinion amongst the traders. 

 
   7.2 Further details on the consultation can be found in appendix one 

‘Ashby Market Relocation Consultation Event Report’. 
 
   7.3    Consultation is ongoing with the Taxi association(s), Bus companies 

and disabled user groups over the proposed scheme and associated 
highway works. 

 
   7.4 The design and proposal will be subject to a further 21 day consultation 

period as part of the planning application process.  This will include 
existing market traders, retailers in the area, taxi associations, bus 
companies and the general public. 

 
   7.5 Consultation has also taken place between the Leader of the Council 

and the Deputy Leader of the Labour Group. 
 
   7.6 The Leader of the Council has also met with a number of retails over 

the last eight weeks and their comments/concerns have been fed back 
to the officer project group. 



 

8. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

   8.1   That the Cabinet Member formally approves the relocation of Ashby 
Market from its current site to Broadway off Ashby High Street subject 
to securing the necessary planning approvals. 

 
   8.2 That the Cabinet Member approves formally approves the demolition of 

the existing market site and declares it surplus to allow the site to be 
utilised to continue the regeneration of Ashby. 

 
   8.3   That the Cabinet Member supports the proposed road layout changes 

as part of the relocation scheme. 
 
   8.4 That the Cabinet Member supports all the changes required to Traffic 

Regulation Orders. 
 
   8.5 That the Cabinet Member delegates responsibility for the delivery of 

the project to the Executive Director (Commercial). 
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